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„A thoroughly fascinating speaker!“

„[…] The La Diva uses an extremely rich, finely resolved and airy 
spectrum of timbres to breathe life into the sound.“

„[…] It can also convey the dynamics and dimensions of the grand 
piano in a credible manner and it depicts the instrument as a whole: 
We are not left with an image of the keys that have just been played, 
but rather a relief of the entire keyboard together with the resonating 
body – a commanding rendition that has a powerful impact. I feel 
literally exhausted and equally charged, and there‘s no room for 
anything else this evening, let alone electro.“

„[...] The La Diva masters the dynamic and tonal demands of this track 
with ease, while operating in an immensely agile manner and depicting 
the smallest nuances in the midst of layers of a dry synthesizer bass 
– that‘s what I call sovereignty in the lower frequencies. A thoroughly 
fascinating speaker!“

Conclusion:
„In practice, Heco‘s La Diva proves to be an uncomplicated speaker 
that does not require meticulous positioning or any additional 
amplifiers. In terms of sound, it masters a difficult balancing act with 
aplomb: The La Diva can combine the presence of a large sound 
transducer with the coherence of a compact speaker. In particular, 
it is characterized by a finely graduated, rich spectrum of timbres 
and dynamic agility. Its credibly dimensioned spatial representation 
and exemplary sovereignty in the deepest registers round off a highly 
musical performance that makes listening to any genre an intensive 
experience. The La Diva is therefore unreservedly recommended for 
audiophile connoisseurs who are keeping an eye on their budget – 
congratulations to Heco‘s development team!“
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